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New inspirations for the 2014-2015 Winter season
at Nice-Côte d’Azur airport

Nice Cote d'Azur airport presents its new winter season with the destinations on offer from November 2014
to March 2015. A true gateway to the French Riviera, the Nice platform continues to live up to its reputation
with a selection of destinations linking up directly with Europe, the Mediterranean and the other side of the
Atlantic. Scheduled flights to almost all the European hubs, New York and Dubai allow you to be anywhere in
the world within a few hours. A unique position, which reinforces Nice Cote d'Azur airport as a major
platform for southern Europe.

Key figures for the 2014-2015 winter season: focus on Europe
65 destinations
37 scheduled airlines
25 countries served
Over 800 weekly flights (+12% for Europe)
Number of seats on offer up by 1.5%, i.e. 70,000 additional seats
10 new routes supplement the winter offering
10 new flights including 5 new winter destinations (Düsseldorf, Hamburg, Minsk, London City,
Dole), 1 new country (Belarus) and 4 airlines which did not operate out of our airport last winter
(Belavia, Etihad Regional, IGavion and Ryanair) make all the difference. These new winter routes are,
strictly speaking, the extension of summer destinations, which confirm the happy marriage of two
factors: the region's appeal and the lively European market.
Regarding new winter destinations
Belarus, accessible for the first time in winter via Minsk (2 weekly flights with Belavia); Düsseldorf (2
weekly flights with Germanwings); Hamburg (2 weekly flights with Easyjet); London City (2 weekly

flights with British Airways) and Dole (2 weekly flights with IGavion), is also part of the new winter
routes offered by Nice Cote d'Azur airport.

Regarding more winter frequencies
5 extensions of summer season flights allow you to discover Stockholm via SAS (+2 weekly flights);
Dublin with Ryanair (+3 weekly flights); Lisbon and Marrakesh via easyJet (+3 weekly flights); Geneva
via Etihad Regional (+5 weekly flights).

Our daily flights to the main hubs
Over 35 flights take you every day to one of the international hubs linking Nice Cote d'Azur airport
to 5 continents:
-

Amsterdam: 4 daily flights to the Americas, Africa or Asia.
Brussels: 2 daily flights to Africa and the Americas.
Copenhagen: 9 weekly flights to Asia and the Americas.
Dubai: 1 daily flight to East Africa and Asia/Pacific.
Frankfurt: 3 daily flights to Asia and North America.
Istanbul: 1 daily flight to Asia.
Lisbon: 2 daily flights to Brazil.
London Heathrow: 5 daily flights to the Americas, Africa or Asia.
Madrid: 15 weekly flights to Central and South America.
Munich: 3 daily flights to North America and Asia.
Paris-CDG: 8 daily flights to the Americas, Africa and Asia.
Rome: 2 daily flights to North America.
Vienna: 10 weekly flights to East and Central Europe.
Zurich: 3 daily flights to the US and Asia.

About our intercontinental flights
You can still fly to New York direct from Nice thanks to our 4 weekly flights (+ an extra flight for the
NY marathon on 2 November), until the route takes a winter break between 5 January 2015 and 28
March, i.e. resuming a little earlier than the previous year (on 6 April in 2014) . This offer comprises
+13.5% more seats than those available in winter 2014.
The daily flight to Dubai continues to offer 2,500 seats every week towards various destinations in
the Middle East and the Asia-Pacific.

Winter getaway suggestions
Take a break and fly direct and non-stop out of Nice Cote d'Azur. For change of air, here is a selection of the
top destinations for the winter 2014-15:
Have a taste for Sachertorte? Destination Vienna (10 weekly flights).
Fancy Scandinavian design? Fly to Stockholm (5 weekly flights).
Yearning for some far out Christmas shopping? Whizz off to Dubai (7 flights weekly, i.e. daily flights).
In the mood for a city break in a cultural mecca? Visit London (11 daily flights to the 5 London
airports).


Simplify booking for direct travel out of Nice
To get the best offers in real time, go to the Travel tab of the airport website at en.nice.aeroport.fr. Our entire
choice of 65 direct destinations out of Nice is just a click away!

Nice Côte d'Azur airport is the second airport business in France after Paris, with 11.5 million passengers in 2013, 105
direct destinations and 53 scheduled airlines serving 34 countries. Outside Paris, it is the only French airport to offer daily
flights to New York and Dubai.
Aéroports de la Côte d’Azur manages the Nice Côte d’Azur, Cannes Mandelieu and, since late July 2013, the Saint-Tropez,
airports. It is Europe’s Number 2 business aviation airport.
http://en.nice.aeroport.fr

